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About This Game

Goat Simulator is the latest in goat simulation technology, bringing next-gen goat simulation to YOU. You no longer have to
fantasize about being a goat, your dreams have finally come true! WASD to write history.

Gameplay-wise, Goat Simulator is all about causing as much destruction as you possibly can as a goat. It has been compared to
an old-school skating game, except instead of being a skater, you're a goat, and instead of doing tricks, you wreck stuff. Destroy
things with style, such as doing a backflip while headbutting a bucket through a window, and you'll earn even more points! Or
you could just give Steam Workshop a spin and create your own goats, levels, missions, and more! When it comes to goats, not

even the sky is the limit, as you can probably just bug through it and crash the game.

Disclaimer

Goat Simulator is a completely stupid game and, to be honest, you should probably spend your money on something else, such
as a hula hoop, a pile of bricks, or maybe pool your money together with your friends and buy a real goat.

Key Features

You can be a goat

Get points for wrecking stuff - brag to your friends that you're the alpha goat

Steam Workshop support - make your own goats, levels, missions, game modes, and more!
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MILLIONS OF BUGS! We're only eliminating the crash-bugs, everything else is hilarious and we're keeping it

In-game physics that bug out all the time

Seriously look at that goat's neck

You can be a goat

Mac and Linux Disclaimer

The Mac and Linux ports are still in Beta. Expect problems. We're working on fixing them asap!
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Title: Goat Simulator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Coffee Stain Studios
Publisher:
Coffee Stain Publishing
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2014

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 3.0, 256 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible, 16-bit

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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Finally i can live my life as goat. my dreams of being a goat are almost fulfilled. Now i just have to turn into an actual goat. half
way there.
10\/10. Its a good game.
but its not my style.. This game is a really good stress reliever. You can mix mutators to customize the goat anyway you want.
You can even download mods to unlock mutators from the community.. 11\/10 best goat game. God i miss my wife. everybody
wants to park their tree in the car, but nobody wants to plant a shade.. Pretty dumb.
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Epic Store sell outs.. goat explode and fly high. i like licking the toaster. You run around town breaking into buildings and
licking everything. So basically just any normal day for me.. Your a goat causing trouble, need i say more?

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Y09wQnhqnKE. Awesome and addicting very funny as well.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665'in\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665... very nice game. 10\/10 would lick the people again
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